
 In many countries, schools have severe problems with student behavior 

What do you think are the cause of this?

What solution can you suggest? 

One of the processes that has significant role in  an individual life is Education .generally students who 
are studying at  different schools ,behave distinctively. Some problems which are existed at school  of 
are mentioned here in particular  stealing , truancy ,Disobience , insubordination ,lying , fighting 
,cheating  and rudeness the  in this  paper  the   most  vital   problematic  schools  factors  that leads to  
the author is going  to arguearguing  the  reason and  discuss the  how to avoid  scarping students 
from the schools  

   probably one of the  main cause of truancy is both  age and circumstance  .however;  other factors 
lead to  they miss schools which includes the  family issues,  having unsecure feeling , the financial 
demands and  the substance  abuse   In order to tackle the student's  who are missing schools, some 
tips   have been brought up, which contains a) having  a counseling  group  students  who have 
manners problems is  one of the strategies that can implies that  .beside;   teachers  should be  both   
empathic and  also remind  them of their responsibility  particular We so needed you yesterday to 
help with the big class project  theses students who have failed  grades, no point in returning to 
school. therefore; giving extra time to  those  student  in order to make up missing work  provided 
that with parents’ 

   As it has mentioned the above fighting was schools manner's problems.  Some procedures have 
brought which involve in a) firstly remove agitated students from the classroom or redirect their 
attention to an activity they enjoy.  Secondly, move closer toward defiant students without invading 
their personal space or appearing that you want to overpower them.  Thirdly stay calm and avoid 
giving the impression that you are angry, shocked, or scared.  Then Take a few seconds to relax and 
consider the most appropriate response before reacting to a student who is provoking you. Finally Use 
nonverbal behavior such as softening your voice, sitting next to the student, maintaining eye contact, 
and slowing your speech.

 The last problems that most schools are encountered withو with, is rudeness that has some features 
such as speaking without permission, having many friends, and having aggressive manner



In order to avoid behaving rudeness neither do parent punish nor do threat him; moreover.  Parents 
have to give him responsibility; meanwhile.  Having discussion with parents will be useful. 

In sum there are many different students who are studying  at  variety schools .;in the mean time .  
Teachers have to according to their distinctive personality, behave distinctively; beside.  Attempt to 
help them to increase their motivation to constant their education. 


